Sisbarro Community Park
Grounds shop personnel have leveled the park area and removed the rocks. They have started installing the plastic pavers that provide the foundation for the driving lanes. Installation of the pavers should be completed by the end of next week. Final grading of the top soil and hydro seeding of the park will be completed within the next 2 weeks.

Corbett Center Student Union
Conference Services activities held in Corbett Center, Garcia Hall & Pinon Hall:
- the Annual 4-H Conference with 500 participants
- The New Mexico Leadership Institute, a partnership of New Mexico State University and the University of New Mexico, sponsored the New Mexico Leadership Summer Academy. The institute brings together top high school students from throughout the state to learn the fundamentals of leadership from renowned faculty, state and national leaders.

Electrical Support to Campus
The Electric Shop and Plant Operations have developed a plan to place Corbett Center on the Turbine circuit in the event of an El Paso Electric rolling blackout. This allows us to maintain student services during inclement weather events. The AMERESCO project has made it easier to add additional buildings to the turbine circuit throughout campus.

Mike’s Magnificent Meals
Mike’s Magnificent Meals for the week ending July 15th featured gourmet salads, comforting chicken noodle soup and tomato bisque.